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Are you considering a degree in psychology? CAREERS IN PSYCHOLOGY gives you exposure to

careers in each of the areas of psychology and prompts you to explore whether or not a major and

career in psychology is a good fit for you. Salary and career information, advice on getting a job

after graduation, and information on applying to graduate school in psychology help you make

decisions about the career that is right for you. CAREERS IN PSYCHOLOGY is a must read for

anyone majoring in psychology or considering the degree.
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Really interesting book, explores the many sub-disciplines of psychology, including: school, legal,

forensic, health, sports, biopsychology, neuropsychology, industrial.organizational, experimental,

cognitive, social and consumer, developmental, and many others. It also gies guidance for grad

school applicants and many career ideas based on interest and salary. A perfect book for anyone

considering the study and/or carreer of psychology.

Great book for the young psychology undergraduate trying to explore academic and career options.

The book covers a wide variety of psychology fields such as I-O psych, clinical, forensic,

health/sport, experimental, quantitative, social, neuropsych, and various others. I like how it

describes career options in all these fields for just having a Bachelor's degree and also for Master's

and PhDs. Alot of people complain that you can't do anything with just a BA/BS in psychology, but



there are options. I also like how the book has a chapter specifically devoted to getting into graduate

school and the processes. Can never be too prepared for the rigors of applying to grad schools.

Overall a great book for psychology majors who are unsure of what options they have in the vast

field of psychology. It is a small book too, very thin; so it's not daunting to open it up and read a

chapter.

I am in in 7th grade but I have an interest in studying psychology when I am older. This book

explained all the different types very clearly. I would recommend this to anyone seeking more

knowledge of the psychology field.

I am a psychology professor and I recommend this book to all my undergraduate advisees. It is a

slim volume and an easy read. The authors do an excellent job in explaining the various

subdisciplines of psychology and I really like their chapter on how to apply to graduate school in

psychology. This is a great resource and I hope the authors will continue to update in future

editions.

No way is this book worth the money it costs! It is a slim volume that is mostly a reiteration of other

books on the subject. It is especially geared to those with a bachelor's degree. This in itself is not a

bad thing, but I was hoping for more. It does include salary estimates which is very helpful. Many of

the careers suggested have little or nothing to do with psychology. I spent 30 years as a technical

writer (one of the careers suggested) and hadn't had any exposure to psychology during that time.

All you need for that career is an ability to write good English and translate techno-speak into

something John Q Public can understand. Not much psychology there. The same is true of many of

the other careers mentioned.See if you can find another book on the subject that is cheaper.

Bought this for a class of the same name. Glad I took the class, because now I know I do NOT want

to do this for a living, for sure. :)

This is actually a pretty good read. I did not think I was going to like it considering I got it for a

college read, but I was pleasantly surprised! Very good information within these pages!

great condition and had no signs of wear and helped alot in my psychology class and outside my

classes. love it
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